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Mars’s weak electromagnetic field (E/M) is the reason why it has been losing its atmosphere/oxygen much faster than earth, 
observed by NASA study. Therefore, the first step for planet-flipping requires cosmos reconstructive engineering of its 

thin atmosphere (hostile to lives), which can be accomplished by growing its electromagnetic field. Such said approach isn’t a 
theory, it is a fact. The world’s electric production has almost tripled in the last century. Along with earth’s inherited motion, 
the electrification of our home planet has increased its E/M field, which causes global re-climate/gas retaining or warming. It 
is evidenced by the tremendous increase of the Earth’s lightning strikes and storms/clouds in the past twenty years. The E/M 
force follows Newton's third law, which is clearly supported by experiment as well. To utilize its force in cosmos, the author 
develops your budget trip and economic lodge/landing system with “aerospace stellar sail and electromagnetic topography 
establishment” or Asset E©. Asset E will be the cosmos version of an affordable commercial airline and utility company. The 
Asset E can be easily modified for asteroid mining/diverting and man-made flying objects (harmful) recycling. The code of 
cosmos conduct is expected to be an extension of earth’s practice. To ensure our home planet’s safety, I will discuss the necessity 
for globalizing a medical/humanitarian code-a version of 5150 in California, along with its physics for enforcing it. 
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